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Super quick recap

- SCT Feedback
- STH Pollination
- Trusted Auditor Relationship
Updates since last time

- 3-method ecosystem
- Policy recommendations: mixing and frustrating blocking
- Reasoning about how STH pollination may hurt privacy
Open issues

- STH freshness agreement?
- Protection of locally added trust roots worthwhile?
- How to deal with data indicating log misbehaviour that is privacy sensitive?
- What is "same domain" in the SCT Feedback same origin discussion?
- Should we specify the data format for Trusted Auditors here?
- Numerous TBD’s and TODO’s, for example
  - Guidance on mixing needs more work
  - Align with threat analysis draft, f.ex. re. auditor vs. monitor
  - Guidance on how often to send SCT’s and STH’s
Going forward

- Aiming for WGLC at IETF96, summer 2016